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Video: AVE lights up your style with “retro” collections 

 
Watch now the new AVE’s “retro” designs in the video teaser  

made for the launch of these new collections. 
 
No matter what style you are. With the innovative AVE “retro” collections you can 
customize uniquely your private space. This new series represent a precise choice from AVE, to 
meet its most demanding customers who love the details. 
 
The "retro" collections retrieve the ON/OFF toggle system, making it topical again. 
Exclusive designs and noble materials combine with the best technology to give birth to an 
original unique concept, unveiled in this teaser video made for the launch of these collections. 
 

VIDEO: https://youtu.be/UqsmypZm8Yc 
 

AVE lights up your style. The "retro" collections consist of three different control lines, with 
aesthetically pleasing design front plates, made of refined materials. Three different proposals, 
each devoted to a different way of living and spaces’ interpreting: 
 

•! New Style 44 collection in aluminium and glass is perfect for simplicity lovers. 
Chrome-colored toggle and ferrule fit on black and white glass front plates, or natural 
and anthracite brushed aluminium ones. Ideal for modern environments with vintage 
items. 

•! Dedicated to free spirits, for those who seek true harmony in the purity of white colour, 
New Style 44 collection relies on Corian's solidity to reflect the simple geometries of 
its toggle system. A modern evolution for genuine and minimalist open spaces. 

 
•! Available also in traditional version, England Style 44 is aimed at those who 

appreciate the quality and are looking for a noble detail to customize their classic 
interiors. The true brass toggles are embedded in natural walnut wood surfaces. 

 
No matter what style you are. AVE lights up your style. 
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